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Uninten onal Insurance Fraud

A Great Read

I am reading an interes ng book regarding life insurance sales.
Many chapters involve "problema c" sales methods from the
1950's through the 1990's. I am learning a lot about life
insurance which was why I purchased the book. The unexpected
beneﬁt was learning so much about these ques onable sales
methods. "Egregious" sums up some of those prac ces.

For every reader that is frustrated and
of the opinion jus ce was not served
following the credit crises, that right
and wrong in the ﬁnancial services
industry is based on the ability to
aﬀord the best a orneys, and/or that
the playing ﬁeld is not level rela ve to
small ﬁrms/peons/execu ves, then I
strongly recommend you read The
Chickenshit Club, Why the Jus ce
Department Fails to Prosecute
Execu ves, by Jesse Eisinger.

Read More...

Interested in networking with Agency Leaders?
Then I'd like to invite you to a end the 2019 Keystone Agency
Management Mee ng, Feb 28 - Mar 1, 2019 in Keystone, CO!
This opportunity consists of a small group of agency
professionals who meet only during the morning. The group
discusses cri cal agency management topics, as well as
a endees' ideas, roundtable topics, successes, ques ons and
concerns. The schedule leaves the a ernoons free for skiing and
enjoying the breathtaking Colorado Rockies.
The registra on fee for this two day mee ng is $575 per person.
Please contact me at chris@burand-associates.com to learn
more. We have only two openings available so if you're
interested, don't wait!

I suppose if you are a risk taker in a big
enough company, you might also want
to read it to learn how to cut corners
without ge ng prosecuted.
The book makes a major point of the
diﬀerence between ge ng caught and
ge ng prosecuted and leaves the
reader with no doubt the malfeasance
that went unprosecuted, company by
company and execu ve by execu ve.
You will recognize many names.

Analysis: Ignored, Misused, Crucial
I ﬁnd the insurance industry's use of analy cal data fascina ng--and not always in a good way. O en the use
and analysis is a complete clash with the absolute refusal to use math analy cs. The preference is the use of
emo onal analy cs. These two methods have been ﬁgh ng it out forever. Usually math loses to emo on on
the edges and occasionally at the center un l something falls completely apart.
For example, early in my career at an insurance company, a ba le royal raged between the home oﬃce
actuaries claiming a double digit rate increase was required versus ﬁeld marke ng advising such an increase
was suicide. If the actuaries were right, less than the recommended rate increase would lead to a slow
death. If marke ng was correct, a large rate increase would lead to a fast death. Both roads led to ex nc on
so I decided I did not want to work there long--and indeed the company disappeared a few years later. Not
from that speciﬁc situa on, which was only a symptom of the larger disease. No one in the company
seemed capable of analyzing how much rate was needed for healthy growth.
I have heard and witnessed many situa ons of C-suite execu ves preven ng actuarial rate indica ons from
being ﬁled. The C-suites were proud of their decision because (when it worked) they achieved the holy grail
of higher growth and decent proﬁt in spite of their actuaries. This leads to a side ques on of whether those
speciﬁc actuaries were any good or if actuaries are really necessary. One CFO recently told me the best way
for the company to decrease expenses was to eliminate the actuarial department because no one had any
faith in their results anyway.
This disregard of math analy cs is an issue from another perspec ve where the C-suite just trusts the
analy cal so ware being purchased for various forms of predic ve modeling without implemen ng
adequate and con nuous tes ng controls. The industry is already beginning to develop black eyes as a result
of the ludicrous lack of responsibility associated with these analy c programs. Just one example I have seen
in the last six months is where a long- me personal lines auto customer of a carrier realizes the death of the
husband. The wife never had the credit in her name so upon his passing, the credit score defaults to her and
she has a low credit score. Her rate increases drama cally. Absolutely, under no circumstances imaginable,
does a legi mate basis exist for that rate increase. But companies refusing to actually understand how their
own rates work and pu ng proper parameters around them leads to a quick loss of reputa on by their
agents, consumers, and eventually regulators. I listened to an interview with an insurance commissioner
who expressed angst with companies who tell his department they can't explain these models. They just
"trust" the numbers are right.
Another factor is the people using the data have no analy c/sta s cal background. For some reason they
think everything depends on averages and quar les. This miscue is especially prevalent with agencies and
agency consul ng ﬁrms. Certain universes do work on a normal curve (averages and quar les are dependent

on the universe ﬁ ng a normal curve). For example, the height of all the people in the world ﬁts a normal
curve. Producer success does not ﬁt a normal curve so it cannot be managed successfully as if it did.
Producer success probably ﬁts a Pareto curve. Facts falling on a Pareto Curve require a far diﬀerent approach
than if they fall on a Normal Curve. If as a reader you do not know the diﬀerence, then to manage
successfully using data, learn or turn it over to someone that does.
Another example is managing to the wrong metric. An excellent example of this with carriers is they failed to
understand and ar culate the diﬀerence between volume and growth rela ve to what they needed from
their agents. They, and then their agents, used the terms "volume" and "growth" synonymously. They kept
telling and telling agents they needed volume. So agents went and merged and joined clusters to generate
volume. If a company needs $1,000,000 volume, four agents combined their $250,000 books and create
$1,000,000 volume. Of course, the company is no be er for it and in some ways, likely worse because now
they are likely paying out more proﬁt sharing.
What the company meant to emphasize was the need for growth. Volume is a dollar number. An agency has
$1,000,000 volume. Growth is a percentage number. An agency has 5% or 10% growth. What companies
need in this so est, calmest market is growth regardless of how much volume an agency already has.
Volume is historical. "I have $5,000,000." Growth is future, "I am going to grow 7% each of the next three
years." Companies need that future growth without ANY regard of the agency's current volume.
I am not sure why so many people in this industry think they know math and sta s cs be er than they do.
When this lack of knowledge is combined with the outsized importance placed on emo onal analy cs, it is
no wonder many poor decisions are made. A few brokers and carriers have clearly iden ﬁed this weakness
in their peers. They are achieving alpha success.
These ﬁrms have aligned people with knowledge of math and sta s cs within the right decision making
capaci es to achieve more than their share of success. The methods they are using are o en unique and
some mes so diﬀerent than normal that when discovered, I've heard execu ves advise their methods are
not moral. Very diﬀerent methods are not inherently immoral but they feel so diﬀerent, the emo onal
analy cs is to reject them outright.
My recommenda on is that ﬁrms need to align themselves with be er educated math/sta s cs people
whether employees and/or consultants and then restructure their ﬁrms internally to give these people a
be er opportunity to be heard without excessive emo onal bias. That emo onal analysis is s ll cri cal
because if one lets the math/sta s cs geeks go too far, the result will not be any good either. I am
advoca ng for a far be er balanced system for your organiza on.
[Back to Top]

The Silent Ba le Between Agencies and Companies
P&C insurance companies are scared. Not all are scared, of course. Some are big enough, some are smart
enough, and others are ignorant enough to not be scared about the future of insurance distribu on. The
ones that are scared are scared because of scale.
So many agency acquisi ons have been made by so few buyers that certain buyers are now larger than most
carriers. For example, based on year-end 2017 10k's, Aon has almost $10 billion in revenue. Brown & Brown
has $1.9 billion, Willis has $8.2 billion, Gallagher has $6.2 billion, and Marsh (before their huge acquisi on of
JLT) had $14 billion. According to an October 2018 press release from Hub, they have $2 billion in revenue.
According to A.M. Best, around 900 P&C carrier groups exist (many thousand insurance companies exist, but
the 900 only includes the main company). Some years that number is a li le lower and some years that
number is a li le higher. The 10th largest carrier on an NWP basis as of year-end 2017 is AIG with $14.2
billion. Marsh is larger now than 890 of 900 carriers. Of course, a large part of their revenue comes from
outside the U.S. and I'm only ci ng U.S. carriers so this is not an apples-to-apples comparison, but the
context provides an understanding of why carriers are so nervous.
Consider $2 billion for Hub and Brown and Brown. $2 billion is obviously much less than $14 billion, but
nothing to snub. Only 43 P&C carriers, out of 900, have $2 billion or more in NWP. If direct writers are
removed and reinsurers, the number of independent agency companies with more than $2 billion decreases
to around 33 (it depends on how some of these companies' distribu on methods are counted). Only 71 of
the 900 carriers have more than $1 billion in NWP so the next er of serial acquirers, almost all of which are
private equity based, are larger than around 800 of the 900 carriers.
These numbers do not address some of the clusters either. If the top clusters' NWP is added to this list,
several would be iden ﬁed as too large for carriers' comfort.
When the distributors are larger than the product providers, the insurance companies they represent, the
tail starts wagging the dog. For 150 years, the carriers have controlled the market. Ten years or so ago, the
brokers and others were inves gated for trying to control the market and doing so possibly in a nefarious
manner. Some can control their market now without resor ng to those prac ces which is a further cause for
concern. Many carriers have no idea how to manage distributor rela onships where they are not the big
dog.
They also do not know how to control for adverse selec on in this situa on. They are desperately hoping, I
suspect, that predic ve modeling will eliminate the need for this concern, but I think every industry veteran
knows predic ve modeling is not a total solu on in this situa on. Humans can be quite crea ve when
placing business when they want to be.

Another factor crea ng fear is the rise of legi mate cap ves for the best accounts and classes of business.
Some companies pick up some of this premium on the reinsurance side, but they s ll lose on the primary
market.
One of their fears is that through cap ves or other carrier related en es, these brokers will begin moving
the best business. They fear the pressure these en es are bringing to pay them more money, regardless of
the results achieved.
The companies' solu ons? They are going to buy other companies and consolidate. It is interes ng most
acquisi ons have been of surplus lines markets so far. By my calcula ons, using A.M. Best data, 11
companies have 50% of market share and 90 companies possess almost 88% of the market share (by NWP).
That means that on an individual basis, the other 810 companies are mostly irrelevant. Those companies are
even more scared of the changing distribu on mechanics. All these companies are smaller than even the
second er of serial buyers. Not only do they have rela vely li le NWP, but many have li le surplus (in
absolute terms, not necessarily in rela on to their premium), probably li le ability to raise capital, and o en
a minimal ability to remain compe ve.
Many need to sell and for others, they need to buy so they remain relevant (unless they can ﬁgure out how
to grow organically quickly like Progressive, Berkshire, and USAA). Buyers needing to buy and sellers needing
to sell almost certainly will result in consolida on.
Another solu on for these carriers is to emphasize to their agents the importance of service centers. Service
centers provide another center of control. Some companies think that if they control enough renewals
directly, they will not face the pressures of consolida on. Another reason is the pricing ﬂexibility created. An
addi onal reason, although everyone denies it, is the possibility the service center will be a segue to taking
over ownership of the accounts.
The ba le from the agents' perspec ve is to get big enough to thwart the carriers' growth. It is like an arms
race. So they sell or join clusters. The carriers in turn are buying stakes in InsureTech independent agencies.
Their thought, I think, is that their growth rates with serial acquirers and clusters are generally awful (with
some notable excep ons). This makes sense. If an agency cannot grow on its own, it probably needs
protec ng. Take 10 agencies that cannot grow on their own and put them in the same organiza on and what
changes to create growth? Nothing. In fact, growth might be suppressed by the pressure to cut costs.
The InsureTech independent agencies may create the opportunity to oﬀset the size issue and provide
extraordinary growth to carriers. At the very least, many carriers, especially the large ones, are clearly willing
to gamble on this bet given the 100 or so InsureTech independent agencies in which they've invested.
The problem with a race for size is losing focus on the customer. Like two armies ba ling, pray for the
civilians caught between their lines. I know everyone talks about customer focus, but in this ba le, true

evidence has been hard for me to see. On the actual ground, I see so many producers and staﬀ that do not
even know basic coverages, the founda on of any customer focus. I do not see "customer ﬁrst" being reality.
When I have seen the policies of some of the new carriers and agents being lauded for their customer focus,
I see sloppy short cuts that might leave policyholders hanging.
Smaller players, at the carrier and agency/broker level are therefore being presented with an opportunity to
choose true quality customer focused beneﬁts since everyone else is ignoring this part. Much more than lip
service is required because true customer facing focus, including knowing coverages, is hard work. But the
compe on is less and much less capital is required. Plus, for those that care, providing real solu ons and
quality coverage is meaningful. Smaller players can’t win the arms race but they can win customers hearts.
What is your solu on?
[Back to Top]

Zen and the Art of Tennis
This short book, by Agam Bernardini, is about how a good tennis player became great by parking his ego. By
playing completely emo onless, his play improved considerably. His ego caused poor decisions, over
conﬁdence that he could make certain shots, under conﬁdence making other shots, and most importantly,
his ego highly valued the low probability of making speciﬁc shots that would make him feel especially good.
In other words, he might lose nine out of ten points a emp ng the perfect shot, but when he made it, that
once, he felt soooo good. The ego was making his decisions so as to make his ego the winner, regardless of
whether he won the match. By se ng aside the ego, so much easier said than done, and playing to win the
match rather than sa sfy the ego, he began winning.
In the early 1970's, the famous psychological economists Kahneman and Tversky studied Israeli military
thinking followed by business and poli cal leaders. The problem, as Kahneman stated in his speech, is that
"...crucial decisions are made today as thousands of years ago, in terms of the intui ve guesses and
preferences [of powerful decision makers]." Moreover, these famous and truly world eﬀec ng economists
discovered that powerful decision makers preferred ego centric thinking to true logic based decisions
because they did not want to be pinned down by logic. They preferred feeding their egos regardless of the
outcome and even soldiers' deaths.
Years ago, I had a client who listened to my advice, agreed with 100% of my advice, and agreed that if he
followed my advice, his agency would deﬁnitely prosper. He then advised that he was not going to follow my
advice because it was more important to him to avoid being trapped by a logical plan than it was to assure
his ﬁrm’s future prosperity. The ﬁrm ﬂoundered. To this day, I admire the clarity with which he made his

decision because usually one's ego causes a person to develop all kinds of explana ons and excuses rather
than just admit they prefer to gra fy their ego. The agency owner knew himself in mately well.
Not being pinned down is a crucial reason agencies, even the biggest brokers, are o en run as agencies and
not businesses. The higher authori es being in a posi on of power, prefer the ego trip of making decisions
intui vely rather than logically.
Terms such as experience, intui on, etc., are just covers for ego driven decision making that may be wrong
nine out of ten mes. The feeling of being right just once, that exuberance, that rush is worth it. And let's
face it, nine wrong decisions are not always enough to lose one's job if one is high enough or running a big
enough ﬁrm. Just look at all the banks that clearly would have failed in the credit crisis if not for the federal
government’s bailout. Now look at their execu ves and ask whether those people are much richer or much,
much richer than they were prior?
An interes ng side note detailed in many publica ons rela ve to the credit crisis and detailed more in the
book, The Chickenshit Club, by Jesse Eisinger, is the story of an investor who made a bet on the credit crisis
and made $1 billion plus. Many ar cles described his amazing insights and intelligence. My interpreta on of
the book though described how he may have rigged the bet. Now I've read elsewhere how his subsequent
investments have failed and the authors of these recent ar cles wonder why he was so smart once and not
so smart now. Even taking the possible rigged aspect away, ego, especially when one is lauded for being so
smart, makes it impossible to use strict logic and analysis again.
U litarian economic theory measures the value of nine wrong decisions for every one correct decision. For
example, let's assume the emo onal value of each gut driven but wrong decision is -2. Each gut driven
correct, or lucky, decision is worth +50. A person has to be wrong at least 25 mes before ge ng the
message their gut level decision making may be astray.
The magnitude is amazing. One of the banks in the credit crisis was known for buying any other bank
presented to it as a seller (as described in Michael Lewis' book, Too Big to Fail). This was inside knowledge
and the investment bankers knew this well. The buying bank's CEO was lauded on magazine covers for years.
It took the credit crisis to ﬁnally force logic upon that ﬁrm’s decision making. The value of possibly one right
decision was worth maybe 1,000 units to that CEO and the price for a wrong decision was maybe -2 units.
The situa ons can be exacerbated when one gets to spend shareholders' money.
For people that pay the price or can see their boss's bad gut decisions (you can see that it is a bad decision
more easily because your personal ego is less involved and the value of the right decision is more in line with
the value of a wrong decision), you have to use the price of being wrong or decrease the value of being right.
If you are selling insurance, the buyer is making an emo onal decision. This is a cri cal reason so many
individuals and businesses have the wrong coverages and/or inadequate coverages. They do not make

logical decisions based on whether their coverage is actually applicable and adequate. They use their gut to
determine whether the producer is trustworthy. Through the years of doing E&O audits, I'm amazed over
and over how some producers, producers who can barely spell "insurance" make a good living un l I stop
and think how their customers perceive their trustworthiness.
Forcing logical, non-ego decisions is impossible 99.99% of the me. Only determined and extraordinarily
self-understanding people or people faced with dire facts (the bank that made many acquisi ons when
credit crashed) can make pure logical decisions. No ma er how much be er a company may perform with
Decision X, execu ves will not make Decision X if the emo onal price is too high! When selling insurance, try
to leave your ego at the door. This will help you recognize your prospects' egos and sell to their emo ons.
The keys here are understanding the math while expressing the math in the form of stories, unless your ego
is so large that you just know you will never be sued and your conscious is free from guilt in selling a product
you know is inadequate but can get away with it because you know your clients trust you. One has to
express the mathema cal value proposi on in the form of a story that generates trustworthiness. Then the
person that knows what the customer really needs wins and the customer wins. Use that 10,000 year old
decision making process iden ﬁed by Kahneman and Tversky to your advantage. Do not rely just on numbers
because no human makes decisions just on numbers (and those that say they do have an ego making
decision making process that is just as real, but quite diﬀerent). Rather, build a human story around the
numbers, a story with pain, loss, penal es and rewards that push up the price of a bad decision.
For more informa on, contact Chris Burand at chris@burand-associates.com.
[Back to Top]

Uninten onal Insurance Fraud
I am reading an interes ng book regarding life insurance sales. Many chapters involve "problema c" sales
methods from the 1950's through the 1990's. I am learning a lot about life insurance which was why I
purchased the book. The unexpected beneﬁt was learning so much about these ques onable sales methods.
"Egregious" sums up some of those prac ces.
I have worked in the P&C/Group Beneﬁts sector my en re insurance career. I have not come across many
seriously disrespectable sales methods (from a consumer's perspec ve versus dishonest applica ons
provided carriers) excluding those agents that con nue to advise homeowners they only need to insure their
homes to 80% of the replacement cost. That is so completely wrong that agents selling that advice should
lose their license. At least explain the op ons but do not just advise, "You only need to insure to 80% and
you'll save money by not buying that unnecessary extra 20%."

Even in these situa ons, I have found many agents selling materially wrong coverages o en do so out of
their own ignorance. They actually think the wrong coverage is the right coverage because they are so poorly
educated. Poor educa on and ignorantly bad advice originates with, among other factors:
Inadequate intelligence. There is a par cular carrier that seems to have a reputa on for hiring and
developing people that are not quite the sharpest knife, among other quali es, because they have
learned these people will just make sales. They will follow a script. They then hopefully have a system
to clean up the mess. But these less bright people do not over complicate a sale either. They just make
promises to get the sale done and if they were smarter, they would not do this. They would
understand they could not actually fulﬁll the promise. A sort of naivety. If well-structured and then
excellently managed, this is kind of an ingenuous structure but only if the "if's" work.
Most organiza ons cannot manage or aﬀord this system so maybe it just makes sense to hire for
intelligence going forward. I hate even wri ng about this company's prac ce because some
amoral reader might duplicate the process to their advantage, maybe some execu ves already
are.
Laziness. To an extent, this is the result of our dismal con nuing educa on system where people get
credit for signing in when they arrive, sleeping through the program, and hopefully awakening in me
to sign out. Insurance educa on was substan ally be er before CE arrived. CE plays to the lazy people
in the industry. They get their credits and do not learn anything and they are too lazy to take
substan ve classes. They are o en too lazy to read the policies they are selling too. I saw a ques on
from an agent that had just incurred a poten al E&O claim. His ques on was, "Obviously if I had read
the policy, I would have realized the insured did not have the coverage I told him he had. Does this
mean I need to read the policies I am selling?" Lazy.
Ego is another factor causing unsubstan ated belief a person knows things they do not know. This
happens to everyone in sales from me to me. Honestly, it is to be expected along the margins and it
is always uninten onal in these situa ons. However, some people have such egos it happens with
most every sale.
Just being new and not having the me to learn enough but having so much pressure to sell. That is
one tough situa on and only me ﬁxes it. Either one does not sleep much learning and selling or
something else has to give.
A new situa on has arisen with InsureTech. Some of the InsureTech brokers and companies are so
ignorant of insurance they truly have no idea, in my conversa ons with them, that the coverages they
are selling are completely inadequate. I do not think it is possible to get them to understand this
either because they really think the coverages are adequate.

Being ignorant and selling the wrong coverage does not cause sleepless nights. Convic on in the sales pitch
is feasible. Sales may be easier too. It is so much easier to advise coverage exists, even if it does not, if one
believes it does. If the consumer thinks coverage exists, but the price is lower because coverage does not
exist, then the consumer thinks they are ge ng a deal when they are really ge ng screwed and the idiot
agent makes another sale. Even when companies and brokers hire producers that ﬁt this proﬁle purposely,
the end result is not purposeful fraud like some of the life insurance sales methods. It is more like caveat
emptor and a pain for hardworking, knowledgeable agents to overcome.
I get the feeling that some InsureTech vendors may be purposely moving toward some of the egregious life
insurance sales, rather than selling inadequate coverage through honest ignorance. The greed of
opportunity is a risk when so many billions are being invested in InsureTech annually. The idea that someone
can obtain millions of investment money from investors that do not complete due diligence on the actual
coverage being sold and does not hire people to determine anything other than "will consumers buy the
coverage?" is a real tempta on. I have witnessed this exact situa on where the investors are not comple ng
any due diligence on the adequacy of the coverage. They do not even seem to understand that E&O is kind
of like a gun with only two bullets and yet they are selling tens of thousands of inadequate policies. The
investors do not understand the problem, the seller does not understand the problem, and the consumer
certainly does not understand the coverage problem. The blind leading the blind leading the blind.
Some mes though, the middleman is not blind in this environment. They know what they are doing and
they are making money oﬀ the other two sides. These are the situa ons veering toward the life sales
described in the life insurance book.
Some providers would care if they knew but I have talked to others who really do not care. Their a tude is
the consumer needs to be adequately knowledgeable and then take the me to read the policy for
themselves before buying it. First, almost no one provides the policy upfront and second, no one but geeks,
plain ﬀ a orneys, and re red bored people read insurance policies. Too many agents do not even read the
policies they sell so to suggest consumers should read the policies ﬁrst is a rich posi on.
In other cases, based on pricing, predic ve analy cs, and calcula ons, their goal is to sell insurance to
people who absolutely will not read these policies.
Even more concerning is the pressure these prac ces puts on regulators to create a Sandbox regulatory
environment allowing "technology" companies to avoid exis ng insurance regula ons. So much of what I
have analyzed, the conversa ons I have had, and the reading I have done suggest key reasons for the
apparent beneﬁt of any given InsureTech insurance company and some InsureTech brokers is really the
result of cu ng corners. Some new InsureTech entrants are clearly doing things right. Some are truly bring a
genuine customer centric model to the industry, a focus long needed.

Others though are awesome at marke ng the customer centric model, but the opposite it true. For example,
I recently reviewed a policy from one prominent InsureTech insurance company that focuses on the
consumer. It appeared to me, and not being an a orney or regulator I cannot conclude anything beyond
appearances, that the form might not have been properly ﬁled in the state, that the ISO form might not have
been an ISO form, that the form might not actually have been a form as we know forms to be, and therefore,
certain expected coverages might not actually exist.
My point with this ar cle is that the P&C industry has, in my 30 years' experience, been generally safe from
purposeful fraud rela ve to selling coverages that do not exists, unlike life insurance sales based on my
reading. Consumers absolutely have been told that if they buy this policy or that policy, they would have
coverages they did not actually have. This has usually been through stupidity, ignorance, wishful thinking, or
people simply being new. I just have not seen purposeful coverage deceit o en. But now I am beginning to
see some of the new InsureTech players going that direc on. Many mes it is ignorance too, nothing
diﬀerent. But a few do seem purposeful. P&C has enough issues without damaging reputa ons. I hope
carriers, agents, and their respec ve associa ons help regulators nip these prac ces in the bud rather than
allowing special regulatory sandboxes.
[Back to Top]
Chris Burand is president and owner of Burand & Associates, LLC, a management consul ng ﬁrm that has
been specializing in the property/casualty insurance industry since 1992. Burand is recognized as a leading
consultant for agency valua ons, helping agents increase proﬁts and reduce the cost of sales. His services
include: agency valua ons/due diligence, producer compensa on plans, expert witness services, E&O carrier
approved E&O procedure reviews, and agency opera on enhancement reviews. He also provides the
acclaimed Con ngency Contract Analysis® Service and has the largest database and knowledge of
con ngency contracts in the insurance industry.
Burand has more than 30 years' experience in the insurance industry. He is a featured speaker across the
con nent at more than 300 conven ons and educa onal programs. He has wri en for numerous industry
publica ons including Insurance Journal, American Agent & Broker, and Na onal Underwriter. He also
publishes Burand's Insurance Agency Adviser for independent insurance agents.
Burand is a member of the Ins tute of Business Appraisers and NACVA, a department head for the
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